
The requester is still continuing providing false information. He acts like these sources 
consistently use the same logo (5 use one logo and 3 use another), but in fact, there is zero 
consistency among the logo usage of his sources. Below you can find all the different 
versions of the logo, and you can see that there is no consistency. The most commonly used 
token symbol is actually the logo which was submitted AND accepted to the T2CR. The 
requester is confusing the project logo with the token symbol. The token symbol is the logo 
of the token, and not the logo of the project itself.  
 
The following logo was the official and most commonly used token symbol. It’s still used on 
Etherscan1 and GitHub2. Because this logo was the most commonly used logo, it was thus 
accepted to the T2CR3.  
 

 
 
 
The following logo is used on Twitter4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 https://etherscan.io/token/0x330839EF82D34801bd96e75a4Ee778ac56Fa1ED8 
2 https://github.com/ICOStart 
3 
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xc05a47231a926c4adc1d51c56b12cfbd878b2245d125e2868bbdcf21d
9cda360 
4 https://twitter.com/IcoStart_ch  

https://etherscan.io/token/0x330839EF82D34801bd96e75a4Ee778ac56Fa1ED8
https://github.com/ICOStart
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xc05a47231a926c4adc1d51c56b12cfbd878b2245d125e2868bbdcf21d9cda360
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xc05a47231a926c4adc1d51c56b12cfbd878b2245d125e2868bbdcf21d9cda360
https://twitter.com/IcoStart_ch


The following logo is used on LinkedIn5. Note how the colours of this one are deeper than 
the logo on Twitter. 

 
 
The following logo is used on ICOStart’s Facebook 

 
 
 
The following logo was used on the News channel of ICOStart’s Telegram. Does this seem 
like a token symbol? Additionally, it’s in violation with the policy “It should not include the 
project or token name unless the symbol always includes it.“ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 https://www.linkedin.com/company/icostart/  

https://www.linkedin.com/company/icostart/


The following logo was used on ICOStart’s Medium. Same goes for this logo, it’s not the 
token symbol + it doesn’t comply with the policy. 

 
 
 
The following logo was used on ICOStart’s YouTube. Same goes for this logo, it’s not the 
token symbol + it doesn’t comply with the policy. 

 
 
 
Removing the existing T2CR submission of ICOStart (ICH) makes no sense, as the 
logo already is the most commonly used logo to refer to ICOStart (ICH). There is no 
other token symbol which is more consistently used than the current one. I want to 
urge the jurors to not be fooled by requester’s false information. As you could see in 
this pdf, all his sources use different logos, even though he pretends that they use the 
same logo. Given this evidence, the jurors should vote NO, and keep this submission 
in the T2CR. 


